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For this August issue of the newsletter I plan to bore you with reading! Several months ago I reprinted an article form Infantry Journal, January 1928. I had planned to include another article and as
usual things happened. So I have finally got around to providing you the re-print of “Motor Equipment in the Army” by Major Campbell. I think everyone will find this to be a good read and very
informative.
While working on this article the author, Major Campbell, referenced an article from the 1926
September issue of the Infantry Journal. So after some emails and a request I obtained the article
“The Fighting Unit” by LTC Burtt. At first I was just going to use the portion of the article which
Major Campbell referenced but as I read the article I found it interesting. Interesting in the fact that
an infantry officer in 1926 was on his soapbox about Mobility, Maneuver and Motorization!
I would like to point out that while reading the first article remember that this was 1928, tens years
after World War I. Look at the vehicles mentioned and the future designs.
I chose these two articles because there seems to be a trend in the Army now of understanding
Mission Command or to most of us, Mission Type Orders. Mission Type Orders derived from the
Motorization and Mobility of the forces in WWII. After WWI there was a understanding that the long
drawn out, highly detailed Operations Orders of WWI with the strict timelines were not the way to be
fighting in combat. Those young officers who never saw their commander while fighting created a
new way of fighting during the inter-war years.
There was also the increase in automotive technology. So the US Army spent this time learning
about motorization, new ways of fighting and LOGISTICS! No longer were you primarily concerned
with beans and bullets but now there was fuel, oil, parts and maintenance. You will find in many
journals during the 1920’s and 30’s articles about units conducting long road marches. All of this in a
effort to learn more about what it will take to fight with these new machines. This high speed maneuver requires leaders and soldiers who can think at the speed of combat. The written order by the time
it is put to paper will be useless. The commanders, staffs and officers who grasped the concept were
very successful.
This type of new warfare created the Mission Type Order. Move to and occupy, advance to, seize
the bridge at, these are orders that were issued via a radio to advancing units. Their mission, accomplish the mission whatever it shall be with the best of your ability. There is a quote in the article “The
Fighting Unit” that I will use, “We Must Understand Yesterday If We Would Know Tomorrow.”
After reading the two articles I thought I would check out the careers of these two authors. Both
had very interesting careers. I have shared a little bit of information on both men. As always, I have
found myself learning more than I intended to!
I have also shared information about the World War I Centennial Commission creation The A.E.F.
Memorial Corps. This is the continued effort to get the WWI memorial completed in Washington,
D.C. Please take time to look at this and see what you and your community can do to ensure we get
this memorial completed.
In the September issue of the newsletter I will have information on the 75th Anniversary of the
Battle of the Bulge. I have spoke about the efforts of CCR 9th Armored Division, TF Rose/Harper/
Booth. I have acquired the 9th AD CCR AAR for December 1944 and the history of the 2nd Tank
Battalion. This may take a few months to get all this out. So it will be a good refresher as we go into
December.
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Motor Equipment of the Army - Infantry Journal 1928
Motor Equipment of the Army
Major Levin H. Campbell, Jr., Ordnance Department

Note: I have read the article “Motor Equipment of the Army” with much interest. Motorization is undoubtedly of paramount importance in to securing of modern-day mobility for our Army. Major Campbell has been connected with automatic development for the
past nine years, and is at present Chief of the Automotive Section of my office. His views, as expressed, may be taken as representing
those of the Ordnance Department.
C.C. Williams, Major General, Chief of Ordnance.
When he thinks about automotive development, the Infantryman is probably less interested in “what makes the wheels go around”
then in just what those wheels or tracks will do in assisting him to accomplish his mission. He undoubtedly wants to know the capabilities and limitations of the various classes of automotive equipment that the Ordnance Department supplies. The automotive
equipment of the other branches are probably also of interest to him, for their rate of march and ability to operate across country directly affect the help that they can give in combat. And, finally, he may be interested in a brief outline of past development and the
trend of future development as the designer sees it.
In all its work, the effort of the ordnance department is to produce what the using services want. The designs are based entirely
upon the requirements of the “customer,” and the words “serviceability” and “reliability” are ever uppermost in our minds.
Unfortunately, lack of funds has resulted in little opportunity for the using services to work with modern automotive equipment.
Their ideas of performance and dependability are based largely on familiarity with vehicles of 1917 and, if they look askance on the
idea of motorization, it is not surprising. Their yard stick of performance of motorized equipment is the old six ton tank and the old
F.W.D. truck. Trucks that give 100,000 miles, and tractors that give 5,000 miles of service with but a reasonable amount of upkeep
and repair are commercially available in large quantities. The mileage life of special automotive vehicles is constantly increasing.
All development and improvements are based largely upon manufacture of units in quantity, with tests under every conceivable
condition of operation. The commercial industry each year manufactures automotive vehicles in the thousands and millions; the Ordnance Department builds by single units when funds are available. By the end of the present fiscal year we shall have built (not
manufactured) a total of seven tanks. The engineer can usually evolve a good design, but to gain that last 20 percent so necessary to
reliability we must build and test, build and refine, build and perfect. If at times we and our “customers” become discouraged and
feel that our progress is slow, let us not forget that we are working “under wraps.”
Such remarkable progress has been made in the past decade, and is being made from year to year in automotive design, that the
engineer wonders at the retention of animal drawn transportation in the Army. He feels that, with the enormous production facilities
in our country, our Army should be in a most favorite position. He knows that this is an age of motorization; and he firmly believes
that he has built and will continue to build such reliability and performance into his vehicles that the Army will, as business has
done, motorize. We shall still use the horse, but the motor will steadily circumscribe his usefulness. The engineer knows that a motorized army is a cheaper army to maintain than is one with animal transportation, all factors considered. He knows that, with a construction program about to be inaugurated, and the near necessity of replacing animals, now is the time, economy considered, to
work motor equipment into our program.
The entry of te Ordnance Department into the field of automotive design dates from 1917. Shortly before that time the artillery
had tested some few commercial tractors, and a small number of armored cars, built on commercial truck chassis, had been experimentally produced for use with the cavalry. Let us see where we stand today, especially as to vehicles that are of particular concern
to the Infantry.
At the time of our entry into the World War, the subject of tanks was an entirely new one to the Ordnance Department, and our
war-time designs were largely British and French ones adapted to our manufacturing standards. The tanks thus produced were the
Mark VIII and the six-ton Renault.
The Mark VIII, of which 100 were completed after the Armistice, weighs 40 tons and is driven by a modified Liberty aircraft engine at a speed of five miles per hour. A crew of 12 men operates the tank and mans two 6-pounder guns and seven machine guns.
The armor protection is from 6 to 16mm thick. The great length of the vehicle gives it maximum ability in crossing trenches. Its size,
however, makes it an easy target and decreases its mobility. Speed is obviously one of the best protections a tank can have against
hostile fire. The present trend of design is toward lighter and much faster tanks.
The six-ton Renault tank was produced in large numbers in this country for use in the World War. It falls short of meeting the
requirements for a light tank, for it is mechanically unreliable and its speed is only six miles per hour. The crew is composed of a
driver and a gunner protected by armor that varies in thickness from .25 to .6 of an inch. The armament, either a 37mm gun or a caliber .30 machine gun, is mounted in a turret that has 360-degree traverse.
The Ford two man tank represents one of many attempts that the Ordnance Department made during the war to collaborate with
the commercial industry in the production of tanks. Some of these were built during the war, but mechanical troubles, which could
not all be corrected in the brief time before the Armistice, prevented the quantity manufacture of vehicle.
The experience with these three tanks emphasizes the fact that mechanical reliability results only from carefully thought out designs later perfected after tests. Each of the tanks is a remarkably good product when we consider that they were all designed during
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the stress and hurry of war, and that little or no development and test work were done before quantity production was entered upon.
After the Armistice, General Pershing appointed a board of officers, now known as the “Caliber Board,” for the purpose of recommending ideal types of Army Ordnance equipment on which development work should proceed. One of the recommendations of
the board was for the development of a medium-weight, high-speed tank.
The 23-ton Tank TI, now undergoing test by the Tank Board, is the third of this type built and incorporates the improvements
found necessary in the tests of the first two. The speed is 12 miles per hour; the armor is 1 inch thick over the fighting compartment;
and the armament is one 6-pounder gun and one caliber .30 machine gun in the lower turret, with one caliber .30 machine gun in the
upper turret. The crew consists of a driver, gunner, a loader and a tank commander who also fires the upper machine gun. This tank
is mechanically good and appears to be well received by the Tank Corps as a fighting machine.
We feel, however, that we can produce a tank of 12 to 15 tons weight having equal or greater fire power. This vehicle would be
much “quicker on its feet” and would present a much smaller target. Trench crossing ability is a function of length, but length means
weight. Weight means more engine power, which immediately calls for a repetition of “the vicious cycle” of more weight. It is obviously impossible to armor against all calibers of guns unless we build “land battleships,” such as would undoubtedly make their appearance in any protracted stabilized combat situation. These “ships” would conceivably carry large numbers of machine gunners to
occupy the ground gained. Thus all design is of necessity a compromise of factors desirable and undesirable. We feel that we should
constantly strive for speed and firepower, with the maximum armor protection consistent with reasonable weight.
The most interesting tank we have is the Light Tank TI. An experimental model has been completed and given an extensive test.
Its remarkable mechanical performance has resulted in an enthusiastic reception of the “job,” and its fire power is the maximum obtainable in that weight of vehicle. The speed is 18 miles per hour, and the cruising radius on the gasoline carried is 80 miles. The
crew – a driver and gunner – is protected against the service rifle bullet at all ranges. In the all-around fire turret are mounted both a
37mm gun and a caliber .30 machine gun, with a fully adequate supply of ammunition. The mount for the guns provides for a limited traverse independent of the turret traverse, and for ample depression and elevation. The fighting compartment is completely ventilated, which for the first time insures comfort for personnel. The mechanical control and operation are of the simplest. The commercial Cunningham engine provides ample power for any kind of terrain, and the speed of tanks over round depends largely on the
ability of the crew to stand punishment.
A few – four more – of these tanks are now building and will go to the service for test so that we may have the advantage of suggestions and helpful criticisms in this development. As soon as funds can be secured, at least a battalion of these light tanks should
be placed in the service for tactical tests, as obviously much will have to be worked out in the correct employment of these highspeed, high-fire power little machines. They are a different “breed of cats” from the old six-tonner.
One of the most interesting features in the design of the Light Tank TI is that it is built on a basic, all purpose chassis. This chassis may be likened to an automobile chassis on which may be mounted several different styles of bodies.
One of the service demands that has been most perplexing to us is for a cargo carrier to follow the tanks with oil, gas, water, spare
parts, tools and the like. It was to meet this very real requirement, and hold to a minimum the number of special vehicles to be produced in war, that the all-purpose chassis was evolved.
The illustration (on this page) shows the chassis with tank super structure replaced with a cargo body of a capacity of from two to
three tons. The model is f wood, but might as well be made of steel. This body may be of a wide variety of types. We have in mind a
platform body for mounting large wire reels for the Signal Corps; a similar body to carry a balloon winch for the Air Corps; a stake
body for engineer equipment; a tank body for water and gasoline; a light armored body for carrying personnel, and so on. As a light,
fast tractor for loads up to six tons, this unit is without a peer today. The chassis is truly an all purpose one, and is a good production
proposition with a greatly simplified maintenance as a regards spare and replacement parts for the field. Even so, however, it represents only a good start. Much remains to be done to perfect this vehicle, and we need not only funds, but enthusiastic support from
the using services. Apathy never leads to the advance of creative ideas; enthusiasm and constructive criticism almost invariably do.
One of our dreams of several years’ standing
(in which the British have “scooped” us) is in the
design of a light, fast and small armored conveyance for getting the individual over a fire-swept
zone with some protection other than his skin,
and with the means for maximum fire power,
which is the machine gun, with him. The conveyance – call it tank or whatever you will – will
carry but one man, who will drive with his feet
and thus have his hands free to operate his gun. If
he should wish to leave the vehicle, a pull on a
pin releases the machine gun, which he may then
set up on its tripod.
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This little tank will present only a small target, its speed will be high, and we shall at least have a highly mobile, armored machine
gun. The difference in weight between a one and a two-man tank is from four to five tons, which would seem to be a disproportionate
weight for the one additional man.
We may expect war-time loses in tanks to be high, but if a wise policy has given us enough of these machines, they will accomplish their mission. But it is also possible that the losses may not be so great, for the Chemical Warfare Service has recently evolved
a smoke-producing apparatus for the tanks which may find favor with the Infantry. The use of tanks will enormously reduce the battle losses, and their early and continued employment will assure a war of movement to the side that has them in quantities.
It is also bold to predict that, in another war, no one will willingly send the unprotected Doughboy up against a machine gun nest?
Cross-Country Cars
Our first efforts to produce a fast vehicle for reconnaissance work resulted in a Ford car with two additional dead axles, and a
fabric belt track over and around all wheels. It would cross almost anything, but its life was woefully short.
We also tried several special designs of our own with but indifferent success.
The latest type of cross-country car is a standard Chevrolet chassis, equipped with oversize balloons and light bucket seats. Some
of us feel that the car has become too heavy for best results, and it is in our minds to try to bring the weight down nearer to the original car we turned out in 1923.
The purpose of light cross-country car is partially to supplant the motorcycle, to
carry reconnaissance parties, to supplement the horse and replace him where possible. A small box, or a wire reel, may be substituted for the rear seats. The performance of the car across country and soft ground is excellent. Its reliability needs no
comment. It has afforded me a great deal of quiet amusement (and secret delight) to
have some of my good “horse” friends in the field, importune me most earnestly to
assist in getting some of these cars to their stations. We’re a cautious lot, we Army
men, because we know how vitally our decisions may affect future wars, but we’re
headed right – for motorization! The inevitable!
Cross-Country Cargo Carriers
Among cross-country cargo carriers are several different types of vehicles: trucks,
trailers, self-propelled cargo carriers, and power carts. The Ordnance Department is
charged with the design, procurement and supply of those vehicles adopted primarily
to move off of the roads, the Quartermaster Corps with
vehicles that operate on the roads. What was that story
about the care of brown bears being under one department,
and that of black bears under another?
The ability of any vehicle to move over soft ground is
primarily a function of unit ground pressure, and varies
inversely therewith. Other factors, such as ground clearance, gear, reduction, and the like also enter, but unit
ground pressure is paramount.
The standard Chevrolet one-ton truck has been
equipped with balloon tires and an extra driven axle, with
the idea of lessening unit ground pressure and increasing
“mud ability.” We are about to turn out another with the
largest tires the standard wheel will carry. The additional
axle adds but little complications of design and delay in
production. The body is our design, and comfortably seats five men on a side, or carries a load up to the rated capacity of the chassis.
For cross-country work, a light truck is much better than a heavy one, because a squad of men can extricate it fairly easily if necessary. Heavy trucks that have to stick to roads could operate to “truck heads” (similar to rail heads), from which the light trucks or
track-laying cargo carriers could operate.
It should be accepted as axiomatic that no round-wheel vehicle is the equal of the track-laying type in negotiating “bad going.”
The round wheeler, on the other hand, is much more mobile on roads and hard ground, its mileage life is much greater, and the maintenance problem is far simpler. The truck is more of a “fair weather sailor” than the track machine, and only by a service test under
field conditions can the Army determine the proper uses of each in our organization.
Several different types of track adapter for use on heavy trucks have been tested at our proving ground within the past six
years. A typical one is the 5-ton Mack truck with the rear wheels replaced by a track mechanism. Forgetting for the moment the relatively short life of this or any other adapter, the big and insurmountable fact remains that the truck is designed to drive round wheels,
and not a track machine with its greatly increased tractive resistance. In other words, in order to drive a track-laying machine, the
engine and power transmission units must be built for that purpose, or failures result. I do not believe that we have overlooked anything in our efforts to test all promising ideas, whether presented in this country or abroad.
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Adapters with steel tracks, wire tracks, fabric tracks, and rubber tracks have all had a
full and impartial trial.
Several types of caterpillar track trailers
have been built and tested, but the trend is
decidedly toward the wheeled vehicle. The
complication of a track mechanism and its
limited road mobility outweigh its advantages for cross-county operation. Probably
the ideal trailer is of the wheeled type with a
smooth underbelly for sledding in deep
mud. If it is towed by a tractor of proper
power, it will perform up to any reasonable
expectation or demand. Many excellent
wheeled trailers are available in the commercial market. With relatively minor modifications they will adequately meet the severe requirements of the military service.
A few self-propelled track-laying cargo carriers were built and tested, and, even though underpowered, were fairly successful and
served to prove the entire practicality of the idea. The light cargo carrier on the all-purpose light tank chassis will, we feel, quite fully
meet the requirements for this class of transport.
The Caliber Board brought out the idea of a lightweight power-driven cart able to operate over soft ground, and to have a payload rating of 450 pounds. Several of the track-laying type were built, but the exacting limitations in weight to permit of “man handling” made it impossible to build the necessary mileage life into them. Next came a four-wheel drive, balloon-tired cart. An aircooled motorcycle engine drives this cart at a speed of four and a half miles per hour. Articulation between the front and rear axles
allows all the wheels to follow inequalities of the ground, and gives excellent tractive ability. Steering is done by varying the angle
between the two axles. While the performance under test has been satisfactory, I do not clearly visualize just where this transport will
fit into the organization, unless it be used as a light ammunition or machine gun carrier in combat. It not one of the faster vehicles
already described as good for this purpose? If so, we can eliminate from our production problem one more unit of special manufacture. Let us not forget the importance of armor protection for the soldier in the advance in these days of the machine gun and automatic rifle.
As is quite generally known, the Ordnance Department, working in collaboration with a commercial manufacturer, during the war
designed the five and ten-ton tractors, model 1917, of which large numbers were built for towing corps and army artillery, respectively. It is of particular interest to know that, even though the fie-ton tractor was designed and built in but seven weeks, none of the
vehicles reached France until the summer of 1918. From the building of a pilot model to quantity production is a long step. If you
don’t believe me, ask Mr. Ford.
The Caliber Board recommended the development of fast tractors for the division, corps and the army. In the three years following the Armistice, satisfactory types of each were developed, and the drawings are available. In the design of special vehicles, the
Army is always faced with the problem of keeping them up to date. Funds are seldom, if ever available, and therefore, our machines
become obsolete in mechanical type and in performance.
The delay of putting any sizeable mechanical construction into quantity production requires little elaboration here. Witness the
recent delay in the case of a large motor car manufacturer, whose organization, resources and facilities are among the finest to be
found. Jigs, tools, fixtures, dies, production lines, etc., have but one synonym when you’re in a hurry – it is “time.”
With these facts, and the heart-breaking production experiences of the World War in mind, the wise policy has been adopted of
depending upon the commercial industry for the supply of tractors for the Army. While these tractors are not in all respects ideal for
military uses, competition assures that they always represent the latest in the automotive art. In time of emergency, factory production can be augmented to meet our schedule of requirements. Each year, as funds permit, the department tests a few tractors so that
we may keep fully informed as to available and suitable types. This applies to both track-laying and wheeled vehicles, such as the
Fordson, McCormick-Deering, Topp-Stewart, and others.
Various track adapters and “trick” wheels have been tried out with wheeled tractors. In some cases the results run fair. There has
also been a test of at least one foreign made tractor. In addition, there are constantly being brought to our attention, tractors that are
found to be not suitable for our service, and which, therefore, do not reach our proving grounds.
Our standard tractors are now the two-ton, the Caterpillar “30” (five tons) and the Caterpillar “60” (ten tons), products of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. Information is at hand that this line is also to include a tractor of about three and one-half tons weight. Under
military service conditions, each of the tractors will satisfactorily handle loads equal to its own weight. They may also be “doubleheaded.” The rate of march is about four miles per hour, but by substituting high speed gears is increased to eight miles per hour.
Such speeding up of units, not especially designed for high speed, gives materially shorter mileage life than the 5,000 miles or more
at the lower ratings.
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Motor Carriages
A motor carriage is, in effect, a high-speed, track-laying tractor that mounts a gun or howitzer for transport and firing. Highly
satisfactory types have been brought out for division, corps, and army use, but this line of endeavor is now lying dormant, due
largely to lack of funds. We feel, however, that the motor carriage has a future, and that some day it will come into its own. The
thought of moving across country a division gun at fifteen miles per hour, or a corps or an army gun at ten miles per hour and emplacing any one of them in less time than it takes to determine the firing data is a most alluring one.
Of possible particular interest to the Infantry is the division motor carriage, mounting the French 75mm gun. The motive power is
a Cadillac motor car engine, which gives a high speed of fifteen miles per hour. To put the vehicle into firing position, the brakes are
set, the outriggers are quickly lowered to the ground by pulling a pin, and the mount is ready to fire. Might not this unit, provided
with suitable armored shields, be of use as an accompanying gun? Does it not also provide a highly mobile unit for artillery reserve?
Of course, all of the old arguments be brought out – “all the eggs in one basket,” “the gun is useless if the tractor breaks down,”
“the tractor stands idle when the gun is in place,” and so on. But again, I dare the prediction that the motor-carriage will eventually
have its place in or organization. Ammunition will be supplied by the light cross-country cargo carrier operating at the speed of the
motor carriage.
In these pages I have tried merely to “touch the high spots.” Technical stuff is usually dry reading, and I wanted to be brief and
merciful as possible to the readers who have followed through.
A committee of eminent engineers of the Society of Automotive Engineers, has, since 1919, been of inestimable value to us. All
of our automotive projects have been submitted to its members at bi-annual meetings, held usually at some great plant of the industry. We have gotten lots of constructive criticism and helpful advice and we have been given access to the latest developments in the
art. We give grateful acknowledgement to this group of patriotic citizens who serve us entirely without remuneration. We have also
been most fortunate in the type of automotive engineers who came to our service during the war.
Surely no one can fail to realize that we are in an age of mechanical transportation. All commercial industry is adopting motor
transport in ever increasing proportion. Our reports from abroad indicate that other armies are tending much more strongly toward
motorization than we are. This country possesses an automotive industry greater by far than all the rest of the world combined, and
our Army must, and will, take full advantage of our favored position.
The Ordnance Department and various service boards have made complete mechanical and performance tests of many motor vehicles. As new models come out, they will be similarly handled. Enough data have been accumulated, and it is now in order to take
the next logical step. Motorization involves much more than merely putting a tractor in the place of a team of mules, or a truck in
that of an escort wagon. It involves working out an organization built around motor transport; an organization that has great mobility;
an organization that has fewer men. Mass is the foe of mobility. In other words, we shall have to work out a complete reorganization
based upon modern transportation methods.
Further mechanical tests of one or two machines will now serve no such purpose; motorization is now a problem for the combatant branches to work out. I wish I could insert here an article by Lieutenant Colonel W. B. Burtt, Infantry, which appeared in the
September 1926 issue of this Journal. All officers should read it; they should study the paragraphs, “The Power of Maneuver,”
“Mobility Must Be Sought,” and “The Action of the Future.” Colonel Burtt has, in a very few words, opened up wide avenues of
thought along which we must travel in modernizing our organization.
It would appear to be an excellent beginning to assemble a reinforced brigade consisting of units of all arms, and to equip it completely with motor vehicles. A number of reinforced battalions, with the necessary supporting non-combatant troops, organized into a
brigade or a division, may be the proper composition of such an experimental force. Anything to get a start!
Whatever the force may be, its initial automotive equipment will necessarily be what we have on hand. In order, though, that all
may appreciate what modern machines can do, the Ordnance Department should have a few of these available. The War Department
should, then, exert every effort to secure funds for the procurement of up-to-date equipment to refit this experimental field force.
Mobility is the Thing; Motorization but the Means! LET’S GO!
Infantry Journal
January 1928
Vol. XXXII – No. 1
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LTG Levin H. Campbell, Jr.

Levin Hicks Campbell, Jr., was born on 23 November 1886 in Washington, D.C. He has the distinction of having been the only
Chief of Ordnance to have graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy (in June 1909). Upon graduation, Campbell resigned from the
Navy to accept a position with United States Steel. He relinquished his post after nearly two and a half years to reenter military
service. He was commissioned a second lieutenant in the Army's Coast Artillery Corps in December 1911, serving initially at Fort
Monroe, Virginia, and at Fort Frant, Canal Zone. From 1915 until the spring of 1918, Campbell, by then a first lieutenant, participated in the first officer training camp program at Plattsburgh, New York.
Campbell's first ordnance duty came as a captain in April 1918, when he was assigned as assistant in the Motor Carriage Section,
Artillery Division, Manufacturing Service, Office, Chief of Ordnance in Washington. Rising within months to lieutenant colonel,
he soon became Chief of the section. Here he was primarily concerned with the engineering development of self-propelled gun
mounts and ordnance automotive vehicles. Campbell reverted to the rank of major in July 1920. For the next three years, he was
concerned with the study of artillery materiel production. He first worked under Pliny Holt, an early and renowned automotive
engineer, in the latter's plant in Stockton, California, where Campbell was involved in the development of engineering processes.
This work was then continued at Aberdeen Proving Ground until the fall of 1923. At Aberdeen, Major Campbell served as proof
officer in charge of tanks, tractors, self-propelled mounts, and mobile artillery. Later in 1923, Campbell began a tour of duty at
Rock Island Arsenal, where he inaugurated new manufacturing techniques in the production of gun carriages and self-propelled
fighting vehicles. There he instituted operational procedures and adopted production methods which quickly transformed the arsenal's manufacturing system to meet the pressing demands upon the Ordnance Department at a time when fiscal support was most
meager. Here he began to develop his reputation as a military engineer.
Following his assignment at Rock Island, he spent a tour in the Office, Chief of Ordnance, where he was primarily concerned with
the design and procurement of tanks. He then returned to Rock Island Arsenal and continued with the work he had instituted there
earlier. Promoted to lieutenant colonel in August 1935, he was transferred in that same year to Frankfort Arsenal. There he revolutionized artillery ammunition production in several of its most important aspects, including the machining of shell casings, the
manufacture of cartridge cases, and the production of mechanical time fuses. By applying mass production methods to the manufacturing of shells and mechanical fuses, he paved the way for the expansion of the ordnance industry during World War II.
Promoted two grades, Campbell was made a temporary brigadier general in October 1940. He was given responsibility for building ordnance plants around the country, particularly for the production of chemicals and explosives and the loading of ammunition. Most were built by the government and operated under contract for the Ordnance Department by qualified and specially selected civilian company executives who had demonstrated organizational and management ability. On 1 January 1942, the value of
these highly efficient operations was placed at approximately $3.5 billion. In January 1942, named Assistant Chief of Ordnance,
General Campbell was placed in charge of all industrial production. By the spring of 1942, he had been promoted to major general.
In June 1942, General Campbell was named Chief of Ordnance. Among his major accomplishments in that post was the development of what the General later termed the Industry-Ordnance Team. He was concerned from the outset about productivity. He
went on record with the statement that "whenever a member of the Ordnance Department, regardless of rank, encounters 'red tape'
in conducting our business: throw the red tape out the window! Accept that please, as a definite General Order." During World
War II, General Campbell was responsible for the streamlining of materiel production methods. Until General Campbell devoted
his talents to this area, improvements in manufacturing techniques had progressed only to a limited degree. To do this, General
Campbell brought in some of the best people from science and industry. Costs were also reduced. TNT, for example, which had
run as much as 55 cents per pound during World War I and about 29 cents per pound at the time of Pearl Harbor, cost but 6 cents
per pound by the close of World War II. The unit cost of the so-called "tommy gun" dropped from around $90 at the war's onset to
approximately $21. Other production costs were cut by anywhere from 25 to 68 percent.
While it is true that these reductions were in part due to the greater quantities of ordnance produced and utilized during the years
from 1941 through 1945, more efficient production methods also played a role. The development, production, and maintenance of
Army Ordnance became a $30 billion-dollar-a-year industry during World War II. By decentralizing his department's administrative structure, a necessary step in light of his world-wide responsibilities, General Campbell was able to overcome many of the
unprecedented difficulties faced by ordnance personnel during the war.
From August until November 1945, General Campbell was on temporary duty as deputy to the Director of War Mobilization and
conversion. Given the temporary rank of lieutenant general in April 1946, General Campbell was retired as a major general in May
1946. He was, however, advanced to the grade of lieutenant general on the retired list in June 1948. Following his retirement in
1946, he was appointed Vice President and later Executive Vice President of the International Harvester Company. He also served
as board chairman or director for six other firms. Between 1953 and 1955, General Campbell was the president of the American
Ordnance Association. He passed away on 17 November 1976, six days prior to his 90th birthday.
Reference: https://goordnance.lee.army.mil/history/chiefs/campbell.html
United States Naval Academy Cemetery, Annapolis, Maryland, USA
Section: 3, Lot: 336
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The Fighting Unit - Infantry Journal 1926
The Fighting Unit
By Lieutenant Colonel Wilson B. Burtt, Infantry
“We Must Understand Yesterday If We Would Know Tomorrow”

The professional soldier devotes so much of his everyday life to the handling, training and instruction of the organizations in his
command, that his thoughts seldom stray from this routine.
He should, however, pause now and then to consider the foundations upon which military units are based. He should investigate
these bases to determine whether or not the units he handles are indeed the ones which will determine success for our arms in the
future.
We can judge the future only by the past. But if the future is to be merely a repetition of the past, then our experience is without a
lesson, and our education has been in vain.
At the beginning, let us concede that the fundamental idea of war has not changed; that it is an act of violence. We should take
stock of the means now at our disposal for prosecuting war, and evaluate them in the light of our latest experience.
Our first thought must be directed toward a determination whether, mentally, we shall go back and start again where the World
War began, or whether our view of the actions in the next war shall be based on our experiences in that conflict and on the developments that have taken place since it ended. We should, of course, predicate our view of the best units for use in the next war in part
upon the results of our experiences, because there must be taken into account those fundamental and unvarying rules for the application of force in an “act of violence.”
We should select from our experiences only those ideas most useful for us in the future. Developments in war paraphernalia and
various actions took place during the World War which were too close for us then to appreciate at their full momentous value. Certain important political changes, international in their scope, in particular the efforts for limitation of armaments, have taken place
since the war which will powerfully affect future military actions. Time and reflection have now given us the opportunity to bring
them into clear relief and make us appreciate them at their true worth.
Among the important conclusions to be drawn from our experiences in the war we shall select only three upon which to fix our
attention because they are supremely important. A brief discussion of them will serve to determine their basic value and we can then
draw from them our view of the fighting in the future.
The Power of Maneuver
First in order is the power of maneuver, or the effects to be obtained by the mobility. So far as the World War is concerned, its
whole course proves indisputably the truth of the old conception that decisive results can be obtained only by mobile forces. The
whole war proved again the truth of Napoleon’s maxim: “In war, momentum is mass times the square of velocity.” So speed and
mass together are still the decisive factors. Great armies reduced the velocity. Momentum there was, but when great armies were
opposed to others of nearly equal size, it was like two icebergs meeting with the consequent grinding and crushing of each other,
neither getting anywhere. It produced in the World War, an elaborate trench system from sea to Switzerland.
The answers to the problems of supply and transport for the great bodies of troops prove that masses are immobilized. Only small
armies and small groups are mobile in the truest sense of the world. This was well shown in the early campaigns on the East Front
and many times later in the war.
The pressure of great forces against each other produces only great losses with no commensurate gains. Immediately then, commanders turn from the horrors created at home by overwhelming casualty lists. They seize upon the process of “nibbling” and attempt to justify it by claiming it will wear out the enemy. In reality it wears out the morale and fighting qualities of the troops of the
commander who adopts it.
We, in America, should be forever grateful to those stalwart men in charge of our training who insisted upon an open-warfare
doctrine. Only by it were we saved from the horrors of loss of morale and the failure of our troops to fulfill the demands made upon
them.
Movement – mobility – is still the most powerful force in war. In the future, small mobile forces will escape observation, will
suffer fewer losses, and if given the right personnel, and sufficiently powerful weapons, will determine the conduct of all future operations.
Mobility Must Be Sought
We must revise and bring up to date all our thoughts and empirical rules governing the subjects of logistics and strategy in order
to emphasize the influence of mobility and the power of maneuver upon actions in war.
We must realize the effect of rapid means of communication upon future operations. We must study the employment of tanks
with all kinds of armament on them. We must determine the best role of the airplane. These elements must not be considered alone
but rather how can Infantry, Artillery, Cavalry and transport best be modified so as to make them available to take the greatest advantage of these new arms. In other words, how can the mobility of the older branches of the service be increased? It will assuredly
not come about by making great masses of them, for we have seen how immobile masses become.
These newer branches and means placed at our disposal, are only of value to the swift and powerful small fighting force. Just as
the smaller group is capable of greater speed in its movement so will its losses decrease because the enemy cannot use his weapons
upon it.
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Highly Trained Personnel
Second in importance in the war unit of the future will be a highly trained personnel. Granting for argument’s sake that mobility
is of first importance, then a highly trained personnel can be called upon for more initiative, speed and power of maneuver. In the
production of the highest personnel, certain factors enter which must be insisted upon.
Selection for courage and intelligence should be, without question, the basic requisites. Not only will the most intelligent be most
easily trained in handling weapons, but they also will be most resourceful. They will be able to turn their energies from weapons to
mechanical support and again to serve as need arises. At the same time they should have certain qualities of leadership which are
absolutely necessary for each member of the fighting group.
Each individual must be an expert. The fighting front of mobile groups must be composed of these resolute, highly trained, efficient and resourceful me: shock troops of the highest quality – the élite of the nation in arms. They will not only be brave and physically strong, but mental perfection as well be required of them.
Selective Process Necessary
The tide of battle in the future, more than ever before, will be in the hands of each soldier at the front. The bravery and intelligence of each man is more than ever of primary importance. More than ever the mind of man is the essential in war. “Man is still the
incomparable instrument in war.”
The problem of training will be reasonably easy, if proper selective processes have functioned. These should produce highly intelligent personnel.
Intelligence does not alone consist in expertness in mechanics, or in ability to read Latin, or to speak modern languages. An allaround, resourceful man of ability and initiative should be the individual for the fighting group. The reception centers should be organized and administered so as to produce them.
The demand for specialists and for those qualified for any particular trade or occupation should be waved aside until the men required for the fighting groups have been selected, the old idea of setting apart a mechanic or other specialist and taking the fighting
men from only those untrained in civil occupations is now untenable. In the future, the marshal’s baton may rest in some mechanics
knapsack. But he will be a fighting man at the front.
Power of Weapons
Third in importance to the fighting unit which will compose the forces of the future, is the power of the weapons, ammunition and
concentrations of fire.
Just as mobility means a fleeting target and highly trained and resourceful personnel means expert handling of the weapons
placed in their charge, so then does the maximum power of the weapons become a decisive factor. It is not a question of abundance
of ammunition, but of making every bullet, bomb, and projectile count. With mobility, there can be only limited quantities of ammunitions, but with a highly trained personnel, only limited amounts are necessary – so the one implies that you must have the other.
I do not decry the barrage, which no doubt had its uses and mayhaps with poorly-trained contingents still may be used in the future. Yet it was most wasteful of shells and should not be used excepting under special conditions which can and should be avoided
by a proper constitution of the fighting unit. Concentrations ought to be the rule of the service. Fleeting targets, simulating the mobile groups should furnish the objectives for the target practice of the future. A highly trained intelligent personnel with powerful
weapons should make a minimum of shells produce the maximum effect.
The Action of the Future
A view of an action in the future with armies composed of groups organized along the lines of the thoughts here briefly set forth,
would be something like this: a fighting front would be composed of small mobile groups of highly trained men with weapons of
power and precision. These groups would so combine men, weapons and vehicles as to have the maximum power and mobility.
These groups would be followed by a merge column of replacements and the most necessary establishments for maintenance of
the full mobility and power of the unit. The composition of the unit would permit it to maintain itself for one day when associated
with other like units near it.
Units would be disposed so as to support, by fire, adjacent units or cover by fire the ground between; in other words mobile
strong points attacking and on the offensive.
All efforts of supply would be directed toward maintaining the power and mobility of these groups. Roads, transport and men and
material would be prepared for this end.
Far back in distant areas would be the masses organized in ways best suited for supply and control. This mass would very gradually move forward to take over the territory conquered from the enemy, like a swarm of locusts. Should the enemy’s masses be encountered they would be eaten into all along our front by our fighting units. Each group would gnaw into the mass, creating finally
panic and retreat in the enemy’s force due to the power of the fighting group.
These units would be composed of tanks, machine guns, guns, howitzers, and all other weapons, manned by an expert personnel. In
addition there would be men with individual weapons so mounted as to be as mobile as all other parts of the group. The essential to
be borne in mind in the composition of the group are, mobility, selected personnel, and powerful weapons.
Command
This superb, élite group should be commanded by a colonel. Two or possibly three of these units will be the command of a brigadier
general. The groups within a given area, or having a special mission, or at least units of two brigadier generals should be commanded
by a major general in order that he may maintain cohesion in attack and prevent mutual support.
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The groups are not unlike the battalion in the front line in the World War when it had mortars, machine guns, artillery, tanks and
other weapons attached.
In the actions that take place in the future, if we profit by the past, this new fighting unit, mobile, highly trained and powerful,
will make up the front line. There will be no “passage of lines.” No other units will fill the area behind it. Instead, there will be a narrow column of replacements and supplies coming up to keep it mobile, powerful and fully equipped.
Military organizations justify themselves only in battle, and no units for whatever purpose should be tolerated that are only to be
discarded when the supreme test of war is upon us. Nor on the other hand, should it be necessary to improvise in or upon the field of
action, when foresight and preparation can produce the necessary units.
The day of the specialist officer on the battlefield has passed. Our education and training should be such that when the officer has
reached the grade of field officer, he should be in all ways competent to command in action one of these fighting groups. He should
know well the powers and limitations of this unit of force. He should be able, above all else, to combine under his inspiring leadership, mobility and the power of his weapons with the energy of his personnel, so that victory in every situation will crown his efforts.
Infantry Journal
September 1926
Vol. XXIX – No. 3
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
From the previous article, I have found that LTG Levin Campbell has The LTG Levin Hicks Campbell Distinguished Award named
for him. “The purpose of the LTG Levin Hicks Campbell Distinguished Award of Merit is to recognize members of the Ordnance
Corps and others who, through meritorious achievements or acts, distinguish themselves, and in so doing reflect great credit upon the
Ordnance Corps.”
I have also found some photos of LTG Campbell.

(Right) General Levin H. Campbell
Jr. visiting Aberdeen Proving
Grounds. MD, USA. 1942.
Photographer: Myron Davis
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MG Wilson B. Burtt

Wilson Bryant Burtt (January 1, 1875 – March 21, 1957) was a career United States Army officer and served as a Brigadier general
during World War I. Burtt was born in Hinsdale, Illinois.
Military career
He graduated from the United States Military Academy in 1899, and was commissioned in the infantry and was shipped off to Cuba
immediately. Following the Spanish–American War, Burtt was stationed in the Philippines to 1904. He returned to the States and
was a professor of Military Science and Tactics at Kentucky State University 1905-1907. As a professor he was a 1LT in 1905-06
assigned to the 5th Infantry and a CPT in 1907 assigned to the 18th Infantry. Burtt returned to the Philippines in 1907 and would
remain there until 1910. In 1913 and 1914 Burtt instructed the California National Guard. He observed the German armies in the
field from 1915 to 1916. During the Punitive Expeditionary Force in Mexico, Burtt served under General John J. Pershing. During
World War I, Burtt was the Assistant Chief of the Air Service and Chief of Staff, Fifth Army Corps. He served in most of the major
battles of the war. Following the war, he was an instructor at the General Staff College. In 1920, he resigned as a major but was reappointed the same year. He commanded the Fifth Infantry in Portland, Maine for two years. He resigned as a brigadier general in
1938, but in 1942 was made a major general on the retired list.
Awards
Burtt was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal for his performance of duty as Chief of Staff of the 5th Corps. He also received
the Legion of Honour and Croix de Guerre from France, Order of St Michael and St George from Britain, and the Order of the
Crown of Italy.
Army Distinguished Service Medal
AWARDED FOR ACTIONS DURING World War I
Service: Army
Rank: Brigadier General
Division: 5th Corps, American Expeditionary Forces
GENERAL ORDERS: War Department, General Orders No. 59 (1919)
CITATION: The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Army Distinguished Service Medal to Brigadier General Wilson Bryant Burtt, United States Army, for exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services to the Government of the United States, in a duty of great responsibility during World War I. As
Chief of Staff of the 5th Corps, General Burtt displayed great tact and judgment in the organization of that command. He directed
with marked ability the staff work of his corps during the St. Mihiel and Argonne-Meuse offensives and was a potent factor in insuring the successes of his organization in that campaign.
Death
Burtt died in Chelsea, Massachusetts on March 21, 1957.
Arlington National Cemetery
Arlington, Virginia, USA
Sec: 4, Site: 2796-B

Photos below are Left: 1LT Burtt with class of Kentucky State University now
known as the University of Kentucky.
Right: Captain Burtt with his class. He was assigned to the 5th Infantry during
1905/06 and 18th Infantry while a Professor in 1907.
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A.E.F Memorial Corps
New Peer Program to Recognize Fund Raising Support for WWI Veterans Commemorations
The U.S. World War One Centennial Commission Announces the "A.E.F. Memorial Corps"

WASHINGTON, DC — The U.S. World War One Centennial Commission has announced the “A.E.F. Memorial Corps” (American
Expeditionary Forces Memorial Corps) to recognize Veterans, Military, Patriotic, Historical, Service, and Community organizations
that raise funds to help build and provide ongoing support for the new National World War I Memorial in Washington, DC.
The A.E.F. Memorial Corps will induct national, state, or local organizations (or any local chapters such as American Legion or
VFW posts) which hold fundraisers for the benefit of the national World War I Memorial. Those Legion and VFW Posts which have
already made donations to help build the Memorial will be inducted at the organization’s respective national conventions this summer.
The A.E.F. Memorial Corps supports remembering those veterans who served in WWI, and the ongoing remembrance of their stories. It will be operated by the Doughboy Foundation, the fundraising organization for new National World War I Memorial in
Washington, DC which is being created by the U.S. World War I Centennial Commission. The Memorial is located in Pershing Park,
on Pennsylvania Avenue NW, near the White House, and is being built with private funds from corporate, organizational, and individual donations. More information about the Memorial is here: http://ww1cc.org/memorial.
“There have already been some wonderful and generous fundraising efforts for the new National WWI Memorial by local posts of
the Legion and VFW, chapters of the DAR, and other groups around the nation,” said Dan Dayton, the Executive Director of the
Commission. Dayton notes that many Legion and VFW Posts carry the name of a WWI veteran as their post’s namesake.
“The A.E.F. Memorial Corps has been created to give appropriate recognition to all organizations around the country, and internationally, who want to help ‘Keep Faith with the Doughboys’ by contributing to the building and ongoing support of the new National
World War I Memorial in Washington, DC.” he concludes.
For more information on how Veterans, Military, Patriotic, Historical, Service, and Community organizations that raise funds to help
build and provide ongoing support for the new National World War I Memorial in Washington, DC, send an email to
AEF_Memorial_Corps@worldwar1centennial.org.
Congress authorized the U.S. World War I Centennial
Commission to create the new memorial in 2014. This
Memorial in the nation's capital honors the more than 4.7
million American men and women who served their
country in the Armed Forces during the war. Some 2 million of those Americans deployed overseas to the fight.
Sadly, 116,516 of them never returned home. More information about the Commission is here: http://ww1cc.org.
The Doughboy Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with the mission of “Keeping Faith with the
Doughboys.” The Foundation works closely with the U.S.
World War I Centennial Commission in support of the
Commission's mission to build the new National World
War I Memorial in Washington, DC, and provide educational and commemorative activities around the Memorial. More information about the Foundation is here:
https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/
about/the-foundation.html.
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Patton Monument Report for 2019

As of August 20, 2019, the Monument fund has $14,598.00. You will notice a slight reduction in the fund as I am working on a
new item for the monument fund but it will not be ready until October. I will work on an update on this surprise item as I get details
the closer we get to October. This should make for a great Holiday item once we get them.

Total in Monument Account: $14,598.00.
The Bourg Tee Shirts we have on hand.
Large: Yellow - 3, Tan - 2, 2XL: Yellow -4, Tan - 3, OD - 4, 3XL: Yellow - 2, Tan - 2, OD - 1, 4XL: Yellow - 3.
M4 Tee Shirt
Large: Tan - 1, OD -1.
Lapel Pins
We are looking at $12 each for these.

I have over 40 of the Treat’em Rough stickers again! We are asking $5 each, which includes
shipping. If you want some please contact me!

Patton Battalion Funds / Memberships / Dues
The Patton Battalion, as of August 20, has 451 members on our battalion
Facebook page. Out of those 451 members we are currently at 93 paid members.
The Patton Battalion has $70.73 in funds in the PayPal account. We have
$457.49 in the Patton Operating account.
In order to be a paid member of the battalion you must be a paid member of
USABOT National. Again, a paid first year membership of $15.00 which gets
you a free battalion patch. Since we now have the battalion patch in the larger
size both in color and subdued you have a choice as to which one you want free
with your paid membership.
Both patches are also available for $5 EA.
Your annual membership renewal will be $10.00 every year after that.
Annual dues for the battalion are now due in June of each year!
You can pay for your battalion membership through Paypal at:
pattonbattalion@outlook.com or
patton.battalion@usabot.org.
If you don't have a Paypal account you can send a check or
Money Order to:
Patton Battalion - USABOT
1432 Flood Road
Shelbyville, KY 40065

ATTENTION
USABOT Memberships can be renewed and purchased
By mail at
USABOT
68 West Marion ST
Doylestown, OH 44230
Make checks payable to USABOT
If at all possible try to go the USABOT Store Online
and register there so that the G4 can track.
WWW.USABOT.ORG
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Patton Joins the US Tank Corps Monument
The US Tank Corps shirts we still have few tees left!
https://19seriesclothing.com/
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Patton Monument Layout
Proposed wording for back of monument - Left Side

Captain George S. Patton, Jr., during WWI, while assigned as the first officer to the U.S. Army Tank Corps, 10 November 1917, built the U.S. Army Light Tank
School at Bourg, France, developed training, tactics, techniques and procedures for light tanks and help develop the first U.S. built tank, the M1917.
Letter from Captain Patton to Commander-in-Chief A.E.F, Subject: Command in the Tank Service. October 3, 1917.
1. I understand that there is to be a new service of “Tanks” organized and request that my name be considered for a command in that service.
2. I think myself qualified for this service for the following reasons.
A. The duty of “Tanks” and more especially of “Light Tanks” is analogous to the duty performed by cavalry in normal wars. I am a cavalryman.
B. I have commanded a Machine Gun Troop and know something of the mechanism of Machine Guns. I have always had a Troop which shot well so
think that I am a good instructor in fire. It is stated that accurate fire is very necessary to good use of tanks.
C. I have run Gas Engines since 1917 and have used and repaired Gas Automobiles since 1905.
D. I speak and read French better than 95% of American Officers so could get information from the French Direct. I have also been to school in
France and have always gotten on well with Frenchmen.
E. I believe that I have quick judgment and that I am willing to take chances. Also I have always believed in getting close to the enemy and have
taught this for two years at the Mounted Services School where I had success in arousing the aggressive spirit in the students.
F. I believe that I am the only American who has ever made an attack in a motor vehicle.
3. This request is not made because I dislike my present duty or am desirous of evading it but because I believe that when we get “Tanks” I would be able
to do good service in them.
November 10, 1917: Order for tanks approved by GHQ AEF General Order 153, Paragraph 37.
On November 16, 1917, Captain Patton and 2nd Lieutenant Elgin Braine, the second person assigned to the US Tank Corps, were sent to the French Tank School
at Champlieu, France and began learning about French Light Tanks.
“Light Tanks” was the first paper submitted by Captain Patton. The double-spaced, fifty-eight-page report was submitted on 12 December 1917 to the new Chief
of Tanks, B.G. Samuel D. Rockenbach. It served as the foundation for subsequent tank developments in the AEF. The report, divided into four sections, including a
detailed mechanical description of the Renault light tank, recommendations for the organization of tank units, a discussion of tank tactics and doctrinal theory, and
proposed methods for the conduct of drill and instruction.
Patton described the light tank as a self-propelled armored vehicle capable of delivering predetermined firepower on the battlefield whenever needed. It had to be
able to overcome all terrain obstacles in its path, provide maximum protection to both crew and engine, and be armed in order to accomplish this mission. He further
specified that the vehicle must be easily manufactured in large numbers, have a power-to-weight ratio proportionate to the potential of its engine and traction, and be
transportable to training or battle areas by either rail or truck. In later years when Patton was arranging his files, he wrote in pencil across the top, "This paper was and
is the Basis of the U. S. Tank Corps. I think it is the best Technical Paper I ever wrote. GSP, Jr.”
On December 17, 1917 Patton and Braine went to Langres, France where they reported to the Commandant of the Army Schools for the purpose of establishing a
Tank School.
In late December Patton and Braine reconnoitered land that would be suitable for the tank School. They found and looked over ground near Bourg and decided that
it was exactly what was needed for a school, tank park and maneuver ground. At Bourg, five miles south of Langres on the road to Dijon, the land was in the Bois
d'Amour, a rising piece of ground crowned by a wood and flanked by two good roads and a railroad. Bourg, with nearby villages of St. Geosmes and Brennes, as well
as Langres, were conveniently located for billets.
Promoted to Major, Temporary, January 26, 1918.
Assigned formally as the Commandant of the 1st Light Tank School, February 14, 1918.
Promoted to Lieutenant Colonel, Temporary, April 3, 1918.
Organized 1st Light Tank Battalion with himself commanding, April 28, 1918.
Organized 2nd Light Tank Battalion, with himself in command of the Regiment, June 6, 1918.
Captain Patton, after seeing division patches on units arriving in France, said "I want you officers to devote one evening to something constructive. I want a shoulder insignia. We claim to have the firepower of artillery, the mobility of cavalry and the ability to hold ground of the infantry so whatever you come up with it must
have red, yellow and blue [the traditional colors of artillery, cavalry and infantry] in it". The winning design was a triangular patch with equal parts of the three colors. The winning designer was awarded a $100 dollar bill. Patton wanted to make the Tank Corps stand out from everyone else. That triangle [shoulder patch] was the
first step.
Student, General Staff College, Langres, France, August 20, 1918.
Organized and assigned himself Brigade commander 304th Tank Brigade, August 24, 1918.
On 12 September 1918, Colonel Patton led the 304th Tank Brigade, consisting of the 326th and 327th tank battalions, that he trained, into combat during the Battle
of St. Mihiel.
Led the 304th Tank Brigade during the Meuse-Argonne Offensive. The Distinguished Service Cross Citation reads: for extraordinary heroism in action while serving with the Tank Corps, A.E.F., near Cheppy, France, 26 September 1918. Colonel Patton displayed conspicuous courage, coolness, energy, and intelligence in directing the advance of his brigade down the valley of the Aire. Later he rallied a force of disorganized infantry and led it forward, behind the tanks, under heavy machine-gun and artillery fire until he was wounded. Unable to advance further, Colonel Patton continued to direct the operations of his units until all arrangements for
turning over the command were complete. General Order No. 113 (1918)
Promoted to Colonel Temporary, October 18, 1918.
His leadership, esprit de corps, élan, fundamentals and the combat aggressiveness that he instilled into the U.S. Tank Corps, continued into World War II through
Korea, the Cold War, Desert Storm, Iraqi Freedom and continues on to this very day….”Treat’em Rough!”
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Patton Monument Layout
Proposed wording for backside of Monument (Right Side Rear)
TANK BATTALIONS THAT SERVED IN COMBAT
301st Heavy Tank Battalion
306th Tank Brigade
331st Tank Battalion
304th Tank Brigade
344th Tank Battalion & 345th Tank Battalion
ST. MIHIEL
● ESSAY ● NONSARD ● JONVILLE ● PANNES ● ST. MAURICE ● WOEL ● BENEY ●
MEUSE-ARGONNE
● VARNNES ● MONTBLAINVILLE ● EXERMONT ● CHEPPY ● CHARPENTRY ● CHAPAL CHEHERY ●
● BAULNY ● VERY ● SOMMERANCE ● MONTREBEAU WOODS ● KANDRES-ET-ST. GROERGES ●
WITH BRITISH FORCES
● BRANCOURT ● FRESNOY ● LA-HAIE MENNERESSE ● ST. SOUPLET ●
● CATILLON-ET-GIMBRAMONT FARM ● LE-CATELET BONY ●
MEDAL OF HONOR
2
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS
50

WORLD WARS TANK CORPS ASSOCIATION
In 1919 the movement began to create Tank Corps Posts as a part of the newly formed American Legion. The purpose of the organization was to
promote and maintain public interest in tanks as an arm of the service and to form a bond between its members by means of social and fraternal
activities. These tankers created Tank Corps Posts formed in Chicago, New York, St Louis, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. just to name a few.
The group was fond of the two men who made great impressions on them during World War 1, General Dwight D. Eisenhower and General George
S. Patton, Jr.
The WWTCA lobbied the Post Master General in 1953 to create a General George S Patton, Jr. stamp. The stamp was unveiled on November
10, 1953 on General Patton’s birthday.
The official combat badge of the American fighting tankmen was approved and released by the World Wars Tank Corps Association in April,
1957. Centered on the badge is a replica of the British Mark V tank running over the flaming sword symbolic of battle and in particular of Chateau
Thierry. The background is blue and the inscription "World Wars Tank Corps." All armored combat men of both World Wars were eligible for the
badge which was issued only through the World Wars Tank Corps Association. President Eisenhower received the first combat badge on July 7,
1958, at the White House.
The WWTCA lobbied the War Department to create a Combat Armor Badge after the success of Armor in World War II and the Korean War. In
1950’s the WWTCA began to sponsor a measure before Congress to establish a Combat Armor Badge and Expert Tanker’s Badge. The discussion
would continue throughout the 1960’s and 1970’s during the Vietnam War and again in 1991 after Operation Desert Storm.
One of the last contributions made by this group was the Armored Force Monument located in Arlington National Cemetery.

Patton Battalion - USABOT
Board of Directors
Matthias Martinez
Karlen P Morris
Nathan Snyder
William Starks
Dion Walker, Sr.
Phillip Wilburn

Be sure to check us out on
Twitter @pattonbattalion

Coming up in the September Issue - 75th Anniversary of the Battle of the Bulge
Upcoming Events
Salute to World War II Veterans - Indiana Military Museum - Vincennes, IN, August 31 - September 1, 2019
Summer Open House - American Armor Annex - Building 4303 - 7098 Old Cusetta Highway, Fort Benning, GA - Do to the
popular response from last year's events, the Curator has scheduled five open house dates for this summer, 4 left. We apologize for
not getting these published sooner. As a reminder, anyone attending not in possession of a Federal/Military ID will need to obtain a
Fort Benning Visitor's Pass in order to gain access to post. Please share with the armor fans in your life. Thank you!
August 24, September 2. (ONLY 2 MORE DATES)
Eighth Annual Tanker Homecoming - Fort Bliss, TX - October 17-19, 2019
Sullivan Cup - Best Tank Crew Competition - Fort Benning, GA, First week of May 2020
Patton and the US Tank Corps Monument - Fort Knox - TBD

“Cobra King” in her new home at the National
Museum of the US Army, scheduled to open
in 2020, located at Ft Belvoir, VA.

